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INTRODUCTION 
This handbook will help to explain the 20-credit electives that are offered to MMus students. You will 

take one elective. For full-time students this will be in your first year of study. For part-time students this 

will be in your second year of study. 

 

The electives are designed to enable you to prepare for the contemporary profession as versatile and 

rounded musicians by providing skills that are both supplementary and complementary to your Principal 

Study. The elective you take will create an individualised course of study that reflects your particular 

interests and career aspirations. 

 

The electives also provide skills and knowledge that you may wish to take further in your study on the 

Personal Specialism module in your second full-time year of study. 

 

For most electives, classes are given in small seminar groups, either in-person or online, over a ten-

week period. Seminars will be organized according to the nature of the work being addressed and will 

always require your active participation. You may be set a series of subject-specific research, practical 

and/or critical thinking tasks for consideration before and between scheduled class times (via Moodle). 

These will form the basis for enhanced in-class presentation, discussion of issues that arise, evaluation 

and problem-solving individually and collectively to maximise effectiveness of contact time with the 

elective teacher.  

 

There will also be opportunities for asynchronous learning and tutorial time. 

 

In addition to formal feedback on assignments, you will regularly receive informal feedback on 

formative tasks to encourage you to reflect, identify your strengths and develop new strategies.  

 

Some of these electives are delivered to both BMus and MMus students, although the learning 

outcomes, delivery and assessment will be different for you, as an MMus student. Please note that if 

you were a BMus student at Trinity Laban, you cannot normally take an elective that you took as part 

of your BMus programme. 

 

 

 
 

Prof. Sophie Fuller 

MMus Programme Leader  

s.fuller@trinitylaban.ac.uk 
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Electives  
 

ARRANGING FOR SMALL ENSEMBLES [20 CREDITS]    

This elective will equip you with the skills required to be a successful arranger for a variety of small 
ensembles, working across the range of jazz, classical, commercial and popular genres. You will work 
from a basic source (e.g. lead sheet, transcribed melody, pop or folk tune etc.), producing an innovative 
arrangement. You will learn about the different skills and techniques employed by arrangers from a 
variety of musical worlds as well as undertaking your own research into the arranging community. 

You will learn methods and techniques associated with instrumental range; basic score layout; voicing 
techniques (close, dropped and open voicings, cluster chords etc.); writing for a Pop or Jazz rhythm 
section; approaches to melodic paraphrase (how to make a melody fit a certain style); how to thicken a 
melodic line; countermelody; transposition; chord symbol realization. 

You will also learn how to apply these techniques to small/chamber ensembles such as: woodwind 
quintet; brass quintet; string quartet; saxophone quartet/quintet; jazz band; pop ensemble; vocal 
ensemble; musical theatre (students may consider a mixture of real instruments and keyboards, as is 
common in West End theatre where space does not permit a larger ensemble). 

Assessment: 

There is a singular two-part assessment. The main element is a single full arrangement of 4-5 minutes in 
duration for an ensemble of your choice, as agreed by the tutor. 

The second part of this assessment consists of a detailed rationale (800-1,000 words), giving an account 
of the creative process and techniques involved in the creation of the work and placing your 
arrangement within the context of other work of its kind. 
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CONDUCTING/MUSICAL DIRECTION [20 CREDITS]    

This elective is designed to equip students with the knowledge, understanding and skills to direct an 
instrumental and/or vocal ensemble with clarity and confidence, both in terms of technique and 
advanced score-preparation.   

Conducting skills are a valuable addition to any professional musician’s portfolio, whether you have 
ambitions to work as a conductor; to know that you can approach orchestral or choral sectional 
coaching engagements with confidence; or simply if you wish to acquire a sophisticated appreciation of 
the conductor’s role and the techniques of score-preparation in order to enhance your understanding of 
how ensembles and conductors interact in the rehearsal room or in performance. 

Classes and self-study will focus on the development of a range of skills and techniques including beating 
patterns; tempo changes; irregular metres; extension of left-hand techniques; rehearsal techniques; 
accompaniment techniques; score-reading and advanced score preparation (including contemporary 
scores); and consideration of the psychological dimensions of the conductor’s/musical director’s role.   

On successful completion of the elective, you will have developed: 

• Secure conducting techniques applicable to a wide range of repertoire and contexts; 

• The ability to arrive at independently formed interpretative choices; 

• The ability to put into practice those interpretative decisions; 

• Clear and concise rehearsal techniques; 

• Advanced score-reading and musicianship skills; 

• Knowledge of ensemble techniques (bowing; wind/brass articulation; breathing; diction; texts 
etc.); 

• An understanding of the historical theory and practice of conducting/musical direction. 
 

Pre-requisite(s): this elective is available to you if you have taken Conducting 6(1) or 6(2) from the Trinity 
Laban BMus programme, or the equivalent from another institution, or have the relevant practical 
experience. 

Assessment: 

You will undertake a practical directorial project which presents, in short form, the opportunity to 
engage with an instrumental and/or vocal ensemble with clarity and confidence. There will be two parts 
to the assessment, the first reflecting preparation for, and the other the results of, the chosen project. 

Within a written account of your score preparation process, you will provide a brief analysis of two 
contrasting performances and an indicative description of the key challenges of the work from your 
perspective. 

 

You will then have the opportunity to rehearse and direct an instrumental or vocal ensemble in relation 
to the selected repertoire. 
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THE DIGITAL MUSICIAN [20 CREDITS]    

This elective offers you the opportunity to explore the aesthetics and possibilities of working with digital 
music technology. The focus will be on live performance but will also include aspects of composition. 
Instrumentalists/vocalists will be encouraged to explore the relationship between their own instruments 
and computers. Composers will be encouraged to develop an enhanced relationship to the performative 
dimensions of their craft. As a result of engagement with this elective you will be able to devise new 
approaches to existing works, computer-mediated improvisations and new compositions. 

Study will be via a combination of critical analysis of existing works, and the development of specific 
computer-based techniques through practical application. The study period will culminate in the 
presentation and documentation of formal performances, followed by both tutor and peer feedback 
sessions. 

You will develop a greater understanding of: 

• the broad aesthetics of electronic music  

• the aesthetics of live electronic music 

• the fundamental techniques of live electronic music 

• the basics of using fixed and interactive music software 

• the identification of specific skills that can be developed in order to progress beyond the scope of 
this elective 

 

No prerequisite subject-specific knowledge is required. 

Assessment: 

You will conceive and develop an independent musical project using digital technology, resulting in a 
performance of a solo piece for live instrument/voice and computer which you have created or – if you 
are a composer – a live presentation of your work. This can be an original composition, improvisation or 
arrangement. You will also submit a portfolio including a recording of your piece, a score (or 
performance instructions where relevant), and a reflective written report. 

Feedback will be given informally during class and supported by a brief formal commentary on the work 
submitted, via Moodle. 
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FREE IMPROVISATION [20 CREDITS] 

This elective is open to principal study performers and composers who wish to develop contemporary 
improvisational techniques and concepts of spontaneous group dynamic. 

Basic expertise and experience in improvisational practice is required but this does not have to be in 
traditional jazz language (i.e. swing time, functional harmony). Instead, this elective aims to provide a 
genuine meeting point for forward-looking composers and improvisers irrespective of background. 
Social awareness, willingness to experiment, and instrumental discipline are essential prerequisites.  

This elective will examine how experimental music is not limited to an historical event but rather a 
proliferation of approaches to sound and music making. With a focus on practical and conceptual 
methodologies, you will learn techniques to expand your frame of reference in approaches to 
accompaniment, counterpoint and form creation.  

Course content could include aspects of the following areas such as: collective improvisation in early 
jazz; Ornette Coleman and the early avant-garde associated with Cecil Taylor and Albert Ayler; Jimmy 
Guiffre and free counterpoint; late-period Coltrane; the development of European and British free music 
and contemporary free improvisation; conduction, and other larger scale organisational ideas; aleatoric 
music; twelve-tone improvisation, spirals and other symmetrical concepts. 

Assessment: 

You will submit a portfolio of work consisting of improvisations recorded both inside and outside of class 
time. This portfolio will typically include an extended improvisation of the group, accompanied by a 
written critical and reflective evaluation of the processes that informed the creative work, including 
additional research into the broader context of the work produced (at least 2,000 words). 
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INSTRUMENTAL AND VOCAL TEACHING [20 CREDITS] 

This elective is designed to develop your understanding of individual and small group instrumental and 
vocal teaching skills appropriate to a variety of levels and contexts. By reflecting on and questioning 
existing practices, this module seeks to build upon and consolidate your existing knowledge and 
experience of instrumental and vocal pedagogy. It is suitable for those new to instrumental and vocal 
teaching as well as those students with some experience and it offers opportunities to develop your own 
practice through critically evaluating different teaching and learning models, drawing on literature from 
a variety of education sources. This elective will enhance your ability to understand and critically reflect 
on your own learning process as well as create and develop effective strategies for learning in your 
teaching practice.  

You will develop self-direction and autonomy by examining the structure of lesson planning; discuss 
various types of assessment for students at all levels including the need to offer feedback fairly and 
objectively. There will also be opportunities to discuss new pedagogical models including the use of 
online platforms and develop a critical and reflective awareness of cultural and socio-economic which 
influence instrumental and vocal teaching.   

You will evidence some teaching experience, either through your own practice or through in-class 
activities and group discussion and debate influential educational theories and practices alongside 
relevant theoretical and stylistic issues. The seminars will be delivered through blended learning and 
consist of face-to-face groups and asynchronous content delivered on Teams and Moodle.  

Assessment: 

There will be two parts to the assessment. Formative tasks on Moodle including a log to demonstrate 
understanding of your choice of a number of key readings.  This will also form part of your preparation 
and planning for the second part of the assessment which is a small-scale practical project or report. You 
will be given a list of possible projects and you should choose one which reflects your interests and is 
built on your research into instrumental or vocal teaching. 
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INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC PSYCHOLOGY [20 CREDITS] 

Research consistently shows that making music is a highly demanding activity, both physical and 
psychologically. Understanding the psychological processes that underpin all aspects of performance 
provides great insight into the psychological foundations of performance and the specific demands that 
poses to the performer.  

The aim of this component is to introduce you to key concepts, models and processes that define and 
underpin psychology in music performance. Through a series of seminars and experiential learning 
activities, you will develop critical understanding and comprehensive awareness of the psychological 
processes and skills required to develop and sustain musical excellence as well as to negotiate effectively 
the demands and challenges of music making. You are encouraged to reflect critically on core 
psychological issues and relate them to your own practice and performance. These include the 
psychological processes and characteristics for achieving musical excellence, sustaining motivation in 
music performance, the psychological demands of music performance (in particular stress, anxiety, and 
perfectionism), self-assessment techniques to identify and monitor psychological skills for performance, 
and self-regulatory and management strategies to negotiate the psychological challenges of 
performance.  

 

Assessment: 

You will design a performance enhancement activity to improve a specific skill in a specific context (e.g. 
self-practice, rehearsal), over a period of four weeks, and you will write a reflective diary based on your 
own experience of implementing that performance enhancement activity.  

The reflective diary presents the opportunity to apply knowledge and understanding of psychological 
theory and concepts to your own practice/performance.  Through a reflective diary supported by 
evidence-based literature, you will reflect on the application and impact of psychological concepts, skills 
and techniques addressed during the seminars to your own practice and performance, informed by 
relevant literature.  

To support your reflective diary, you will be encouraged to engage with experiential tasks throughout 
the module and will have the opportunity to take part in a series of workshop-type sessions where you 
will be guided on how to develop specific mental skills and techniques. 
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MUSIC NOW [20 CREDITS]    

This team-taught elective offers you the opportunity to explore the many functions and uses of musical 
performances and musics in the early 21st century. You will investigate the role that music plays in many 
different societies, focusing on the genres of classical music and jazz in the United Kingdom, but 
including intersections with other musical genres and art forms throughout the world. 

After an introduction and consolidation of basic concepts (such as identity, citizenship, curatorship, 
globalisation etc.), a variety of case studies will be explored through studying materials (from scholarly 
articles and audio-visual materials to reports and blogs) and engaging in group discussion. The focus will 
be on four different issues or topics (currently community, copyright, inclusivity and politics), Through 
exploring case studies and writing a proposal for a performance-based project/s you will gain a deeper 
understanding of  

• the place of music and the arts in the political world and the role of the artist as citizen; 

• the opportunities and challenges facing curators, creators and performers; 

• different ways of understanding how music functions in expressions of identities (such as 
nationality, race, gender, class, religion and sexuality) and how these identities impact on the 
creative practices of musicians. 

 

Assessment: 

There are two assignments for this elective: a critical evaluation of two or more case studies and a 
proposal for a new performance project event. 
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OPERA AND THEATRE [20 CREDITS] 

This elective will develop your in-depth contextual and historical knowledge of opera, musical theatre 
and music’s use in theatrical contexts in the Western tradition, from around 1580 up to 1900, as a 
means of informing performance. Topics will include the development of different types of opera by 
national style (Italian, French, English, German etc.); genre (opera seria, comic, operetta etc.); 
interpolation of music and singing into Shakespearean theatre; changing attitudes to the musical 
treatment of text and emotional reflection; performance issues (voice types, decorations, cadenzas etc); 
interactions with other arts, especially literature and dance; issues related to historical, economic and 
cultural contexts of opera (such as gender, sexuality, race, exoticism, nationalism and colonialism); 
developing methods for the analysis of performance and production critique and design; and examining 
the relationships of opera and theatre to contemporary of calls for decolonisation of the canon and 
more diversity in repertoire and amongst performers. 

Assessment: 

As well as on-going formative assessments, there are two summative assessments. 

Assessment 1: 
Oral presentation of 15 minutes, on one of the two following options regarding opera or musical theatre 
composed between 1600 and 1900:  
a) critique of a production  
b) proposal for a production design  

Assessment 2:  
Written research-based essay of 3,500-4,000 words derived from topics covered in seminars and your 
own independent research. 
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PLAYING FOR DANCE [20 CREDITS] 

This elective will help you developing and improving the practice of collaboration between musicians 
and dancers. You will learn elements of movement expression, key concepts of relationship between the 
two art forms, examples and paths of interaction. A number of collaborative scenarios will be explored, 
from the accompaniment work in a dance class to the creative work with choreographers. 

Classes will be focusing on the following areas: 

• Features and differences in dance forms and movement languages; 

• Dance performances vs dance classes, the musician's working environment; 

• Differences in compositional structure and time related conceptions; 

• Historical references, ballet and contemporary landmarks; 

• Language, semantics and semiotics, aspects of communication and expression; 

• Cultivated tradition vs popular culture and world dance; 

• Working with dancers, relationship with musicians, synergy and spirit. 

On completion of this module, students will have developed sensitivity and skills that are essential in 
order to relate and interact with the world of dance. Participants will gather elements of a professional 
activity, which can be a rather creative and exciting experience for a musician. 

 

Assessment: 

There is a singular two-part assessment that consists of a performance and a presentation. Prior to the 
assessment you will be asked to work on a dance video, c. 5 minutes. You will prepare a live 
performance for that video, based on your own idea, providing an alternative musical solution which 
may be a piece of repertoire, an original composition, an improvisation, or a blend of those elements. At 
the assessment you will be asked to perform your version, and then to share your views on the work, 
describing your idea, your choices and your language. 
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TRADITIONAL MUSIC TO CONTEMPORARY FOLK MUSIC [20 CREDITS] 

Contemporary folk music as a genre has evolved from traditional music as a result of a series of revivals 
and innovations over the last two hundred years. The music has been preserved and ‘passed down’ 
primarily through modes of oral transmission and the ability to adapt to changing times, cultural 
influences and creative innovation. Traditional music making in society has had the function of social 
ritual, custom and story-telling amongst a largely rural population of working people.  

Recent generations of folk musicians have re-invented the genre through a culture of social and 
professional sharing of performance, informed by the contemporary culture of YouTube and Spotify 
whilst continuing to perform live as a part of a rich and diverse scene that attracts musicians from all 
disciplines.  

The social function of traditional and folk music in the 21st century is vastly different to the music of its 
origins as demonstrated by the work of many artists, from Pete Seeger to Bruce Springsteen, John 
Adams to Lau and Anne Briggs to Bob Dylan.  

You will learn about traditional music, its offshoots and evolution as a constructive enhancement to your 
performance study. This elective will also provide a framework for understanding the origins of many 
contemporary music influences, with the opportunity to experience an oral and memory-based 
pedagogy leading to their own creative work. Throughout the elective there is an ethos of discovery 
through aural learning, enquiry, musical experimentation and cooperation.  

The core musical material draws from English and Celtic origins in the British Isles including Ireland, 
though there will be the opportunity to study wider traditional music within the framework of the 
course such as Balkan or Scandinavian music as a contextual comparison.  

The performance and practical part of the elective is focused on learning repertoire and performing with 
dynamic and expressive interpretation, whilst the contextual element provides a critical framework to 
understand the history of traditional music, an introduction to ethnomusicology and the ability to 
evaluate the arguments, assumptions and concepts that underpin and frame notions of identity, nation, 
social class and gender relating to and expressed in folk music. The elective is open to instrumentalists 
and singers and is an enhancement to your principal study; it has a synergy with the wider collaborative 
curriculum.  

Assessment: 

There is a singular summative assessment that consists of a digital submission of a group or solo 
recording, accompanied by a critical and reflective rationale (1,000 words) that demonstrates 
independent contextual research and an in-depth understanding of the relationship between existing 
traditional sources and newly created works.  
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Disclaimer:  

All electives need a minimum number of students in order to run. Trinity Laban will 

endeavour to provide the electives in this document, but their availability cannot be 

guaranteed. There may also be small changes to assessment and delivery details. 

 

If you have any queries, please contact: 

Sophie Fuller (MMus Programme Leader) 

Email: S.Fuller@trinitylaban.ac.uk  

 

mailto:S.Fuller@trinitylaban.ac.uk

